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Ixia Press presents inspiring books on leadership, business, spirituality, and wellness 
that foster a spirit of personal and professional growth and exploration. The imprint 
combines completely original works with seminal classics given a fresh new lease  
on life, all written by some of the most respected authors in their fields. 

A clinical psychologist offers practical tools for 
transforming loss and pain into positive growth & hope

Night Bloomers
12 Principles for Thriving in Adversity
Michelle Pearce, PhD
A clinical psychologist specializing in behavioral medicine pres-
ents a dozen practical approaches to transforming loss, pain, and 
suffering into positive growth and hope. Each chapter explains 
an empirically based principle for handling adversity, followed by 
writing prompts designed to help readers experience the axiom 
personally. Tools such as self-reflection, meaning-making, nar-
rative creation, benefit-finding, and inspired value-based action 
help readers move through their trauma toward a new exuber-
ance for life. 256pp. 6 x 9.
Dover Original.

Personal Growth

September 16, 2020

$17.95 US
0-486-84237-1
978-0-486-84237-0

Author Profile

Michelle Pearce is an Assistant Professor and Clinical Psychologist in the Graduate School at the University of Maryland, 
Baltimore. She is also an adjunct Assistant Professor in the Department of Psychiatry and Behavior Sciences at Duke University 
Medical Center. In private practice, she specializes in behavioral medicine and spirituality and health. Dr. Pearce has devel-
oped numerous wellness workshops and groups, including Writing for Wellness, and she is the author of Cognitive Behavioral 
Therapy for Christians with Depression. She lives in Ellicott City, Maryland.

ALSO AVAILABLE

THE HUMAN ODYSSEY: Navigating the Twelve Stages of Life, Thomas Armstrong, 
PhD. An award-winning educator offers a cross-cultural view of life's entire journey, 
citing both research and anecdotal evidence in a comprehensive view of the chal-
lenges we face at every stage of our development. 368pp. 6 x 9.  
 978-0-486-83180-0  $17.95
BREAKING UP AND BOUNCING BACK: Moving On to Create the Love Life You 
Deserve, Samantha Burns. "The Millennial Love Expert" shows how to survive a 
soul-crushing breakup and bounce back to a healthy, happy dating life. Burns teaches 
the critical coping and self-care survival skills needed to get off the emotional roller 
coaster and to become a smarter, more intentional dater. 240pp. 6 x 9.  
 978-0-486-82395-9  $17.95
THE ME, WITHOUT: A Year Exploring Habit, Healing, and Happiness, Jacqueline 
Raposo. An account of the author's quest for self-improvement details the ways in 
which her life changes when she abstains from engaging in habits like social media, 
shopping, sugar, and negative thoughts. 256pp. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2.  978-0-486-82688-2  $26.95
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The Tibetan Book of the Dead
W. Y. Evans-Wentz
In 1919 the distinguished scholar Walter Evans-Wentz visited 
an Indian monastery, where he encountered the source of this 
famous volume. Derived from a Buddhist funerary text, it offers 
instructions for preparing for death and moving through the vari-
ous stages of rebirth. The book has since developed into a guide 
to attaining enlightenment and assuring an auspicious journey 
through the realms of the afterlife. 304pp. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2.

Spirituality

November 18, 2020

$14.95 US
0-486-84537-0
978-0-486-84537-1

ALSO AVAILABLE

A remarkable source of knowledge and empowerment — revered by Carl Jung as a great psychological work

365 DAILY MEDITATIONS FOR ON AND OFF THE MAT: A Year in Hot 
Yoga, Scott Ginsberg. Presenting a year's worth of daily meditations 
inspired by the challenges and graces of a hot yoga practice, this guide 
highlights the connections between life on and off the mat. 368pp. 6 x 7. 
 978-0-486-81693-7  $14.95
THE UNEXPECTED POWER OF MINDFULNESS AND MEDITATION, Ed 
and Deb Shapiro. Foreword by Professor Robert Thurman. Transform 
your life from the inside out and discover inner strength, kindness, and 
courage with teachings by visionary leaders, including the Dalai Lama, 
Jon Kabat-Zinn, and Marianne Williamson. 176pp. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2.  
 978-0-486-83182-4  $14.95
HAPPY: THE JOURNAL, Fearne Cotton. This daily journal is filled with 
new ideas, creative prompts, and words of wisdom that will help you 
write a little joy into every day of the year. 256pp. 5 7/8 x 8 1/4. 
  978-0-486-82727-8  $16.95

Author Profile

W. Y. Evans-Wentz was a scholar of Theosophy who attended Stanford University and Jesus College, Oxford. He later traveled 
to the East, where he became a student of Tibetan religious texts and worked with Lama Kazi Dawa-Samdup to translate 
works that would later be published as The Tibetan Book of the Dead or The After-Death Experiences on the Bardo Plane. He 
is considered one of the scholars responsible for bringing awareness of Tibetan Buddhism to the West.
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Seeds of Mindfulness
101 Mindful Moments in the Garden
Fiann Ó Nualláin
Gardening is a natural provider of mindfulness and well-being: it 
relieves stress, enlivens the senses, focuses the mind, energizes 
the body, opens the heart, and radiates from the soul. To mind-
fully garden is both deeply enriching and easy to achieve. In 
this delightful and beautifully designed book, Fiann Ó Nualláin 
compiles more than 100 mindful gardening moments to inspire 
the combination of a spiritual practice with a favorite pastime. 
144pp. 5 x 7.
Dover Original.

Spirituality

January 13, 2021

$12.95 US
0-486-84538-9
978-0-486-84538-8

ALSO AVAILABLE

Gardeners, self-help seekers, and spiritual practitioners will rejoice in these enlightening & inspiring teachings

Author Profile

Fiann Ó Nualláin works as a horticultural therapist and was trained at the Institute of Integrative Counselling and 
Psychotherapy and the National University of Ireland, Maynooth. He writes a weekly column for the Irish Examiner and 
contributes to several gardening, lifestyle, and health magazines on the topics of nature therapy, nutrition, herbalism, 
aromatherapy, mindfulness, positive psychology, and physical well-being. The author of the Ixia Press release By Time is 
Everything Revealed: Irish Proverbs for Mindful Living, Fiann's website can be found at www.theholisticgardener.com.

I CHING: The Book of Changes, James Legge. One of the few 
surviving divination manuals, this ancient Chinese text has 
provided inspiration to countless spiritual seekers and has 
profoundly influenced the worlds of business, psychoanalysis, 
literature, and art. 480pp. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2.  
 978-0-486-83258-6  $17.95
BHAGAVADGITA, Translated by Sir Edwin Arnold. Part of the 
great Indian epic the Mahabharata, the Bhagavadgita probes 
Hindu concepts of the nature of God and what man should do 
to reach him. Translation by Sir Edwin Arnold. Explanatory 
footnotes. 112pp. 5 x 8.  978-0-486-27782-0  $4.00
TAO TE CHING, Lao Tzu. An integral part of Chinese thought 
for more than 2,000 years, the Tao Te Ching teaches individual 
peace and harmony through meditation. One of the most influ-
ential books in history. 80pp. 5 x 8.  978-0-486-29792-7  $3.00
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